NGO Authenticity in the Gender Violence Issue Space

Which women’s networks dealing with violence thrive without linkages with inter-governmental organisations (IGOs) and grant-making foundations (donors)?

Which networks and organisations survive the departure of IGOs and donors?

1. Discussion of the Gender Violence network clusters the following issues:
   - International Development (Habitat, Regulation)
   - Advocacy (Coalition networks via UN System)
   - Research & Resource (Women’s Human Rights, 3rd Party Abuse, RAW)
   - Women’s NGOs (Women’s Research, History, 3rd Party Abuse, RAW)
   - Women’s Human Rights & Peace NGOs (Women’s Human Rights, Academic Association)
   - Women’s Global Leadership (UN, Universal Decade for Human Rights, UNDP)

2. Networks without grant-making foundations (donors):
   - Without GDI, there is no longer a connection between Research/Resources, Women’s Human Rights, Peace, and Development.
   - Without GDI, research networks become more complex and dependent on the Center for Women’s Global Leadership.
   - Development, Peace & Human Rights, and Research clusters become more divided and isolated.
   - Without the UN system, the Croatia/Yugoslavia development cluster has a direct line to the Women’s Global Leadership.
   - Networks without inter-governmental organisations (IGO) and grant-making foundations (donors):
     - Without GDI, development networks, peace, and human rights networks become more divided and isolated.
     - Without the UN system, the Croatia/Yugoslavia development cluster has a direct line to the Women’s Global Leadership.

3. Without donors the number of clusters remain the same:
   - Without donors the Croatia/Yugoslavia NGOs still remain tied in network terms.
   - Without the number of clusters remain the same.
   - Without donors the Croatia/Yugoslavia NGOs still remain tied in network terms.

4. Conclusions: Authentic actions:
   - 1. A significant organisational type is one that does not shift from its cluster when donors and inter-governmental organisations (IGO) are removed. There is a need for networks to be more inter-connected and interdependent on other networks.
   - 2. The Croatia/Yugoslavia development cluster has a direct line to the Women’s Global Leadership. The network still exists, since issues of relevance are common among the three groups.
   - 3. Without donors, the Croatia/Yugoslavia NGOs still remain tied in network terms.
   - 4. Without donors, the number of clusters remain the same.

5. The discussion of the Gender Violence network clusters the following issues:
   - International Development (Habitat, Regulation)
   - Advocacy (Coalition networks via UN System)
   - Research & Resource (Women’s Human Rights, 3rd Party Abuse, RAW)
   - Women’s NGOs (Women’s Research, History, 3rd Party Abuse, RAW)
   - Women’s Human Rights & Peace NGOs (Women’s Human Rights, Academic Association)
   - Women’s Global Leadership (UN, Universal Decade for Human Rights, UNDP)